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 Why some people seem to have it in for the PPP, in spite of the many good things they have done? (1:15 min). (1:00 min).
(1:31 min). (1:20 min). (1:30 min). A case of double homicide which has baffled the police for years? (13:49 min). (11:49 min).

(11:41 min). (9:49 min). (7:20 min). The Twitter debate on whether Pakistanis are being unnecessarily unfairly taxed has a
whole new social media angle to it. (5:57 min). (4:35 min). (4:22 min). (3:30 min). And those were some of the highlights of the
news on Tuesday. These are the snippets that caught the world’s attention. Drug and terrorism are still the concerns of the day,
but with the election just around the corner, it is the scams, corruption, mismanagement and misappropriation of public money

that are really getting the focus. In a move which should have Pakistan’s politicians and citizens worried, a video of an expletive-
laced rant directed at a group of officers has gone viral on YouTube and a number of news websites have obtained a copy of the

video. In an expletive-laced rant directed at a group of officers, Faisal Edhi (not shown in the video) called police officers
“mother fuckers” and accused them of working with the “CIA”. The video shows an older man with a white beard giving a
speech as he walks in the room. “You are even worse than the Taliban,” he says in the video, which has been circulating on

various websites including Dr. Aafia Siddiqui’s Twitter account. “You [the police] work for the CIA,” he says, adding, “You’re
more mother-fucking than the Americans.” The police had no immediate comment. Faisal Edhi is a Nobel Peace Prize winner
and founder of Edhi Foundation, which provides services to the poor and needy. His comments reflect the broader sentiment in

Pakistan, particularly in the northwestern city of Peshawar, where the CIA-run secret detention center where top al-Qaeda
leader Osama bin Laden was found and killed is located. Some of the protesters carried placards with the slogan � 520fdb1ae7
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